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Let G be a finite group. Let (K,O,F) be a p-modular system, where O is a complete discrete
valuation ring, K is the quotient field of R of characteristic 0, and F is the residual field of O of
characteristic p > 0. We assume that K and F are big enough. Let R be O or F . In this paper, a
module means a finitely generated right module. For a subgroup H of G, and for an RG-module
X and an RH-module Y , we write XH for the restriction of X to H and YG for the induction of
Y to G. When H G and Y is an RH-module, we denote IG(Y ) the inertia subgroup of Y in G.
1. Clifford extensions of indecomposable modules
Let H be a normal subgroup of G, and let W be an indecomposable FH-module. Assume
that IG(W) = G. Set E = EndRG(WG) and Λ = EndRH(W). We can write E in the form E =∑
x¯∈X
⊕
Ex¯ where X = G/H and Ex¯ is the R-submodule of E mapping W = W ⊗ 1 to W ⊗ x
inside WG, and Ex¯ ∼= HomRH(W,Wx) (as R-module) by [3, Chapter 4, Lemma 6.4]. Clearly
Ex¯Ey¯ ⊂ Exy , for x¯, y¯ ∈ X. Also we can use the stability hypothesis to choose an element ϕx¯ ∈
Ex¯ mapping W ⊗ 1 isomorphically onto W ⊗ x; it follows that ϕx¯ is a unit in E. Since E1¯ can
be identified with Λ, we have Ex¯ = Λϕx¯ = ϕx¯Λ, so E is a free right Λ-module. The module
E ⊗Λ W is an E–RG-bimodule with action (e ⊗ w) · y = eϕy¯ ⊗ ϕ−1y¯ (w ⊗ y), where y¯ = yH ,
and e′ · (e ⊗w) = e′e ⊗w. Then we have the following proposition due to Cline.
Proposition 1. [1] There is an E–RG-bimodule isomorphism
E ⊗Λ W ∼= WG
given by f : e ⊗w → e(w), for e ∈ E and w ∈ W .
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Z. Lu / Journal of Algebra 305 (2006) 430–432 431By the isomorphism in Proposition 1, the indecomposable direct summands of WG can be
given by the indecomposable direct summands of E.
Proposition 2. [1, Corollary 3.15] Keep the notation as above. Let E =∑⊕Ui be a decom-
position into indecomposable right E-modules. Then VG =∑⊕UiW ∼=∑⊕Ui ⊗Λ W is a
decomposition into indecomposable right RG-modules. Moreover, we have that dim(UiW) =
rankΛ(Ui)dim(W), and that Ui ∼= Uj as E-modules if and only if UiW ∼= UjW as RG-module.
Let W be a G-invariant indecomposable RH-module with vertex Q. Let W ′ be the Green
correspondent of W with respect to (H,Q,NH (Q)). Then G = HNG(Q) (see Theorem 3),
and W ′ is NG(Q)-invariant. Thus WG ∼= E ⊗Λ W as right RG-modules by Proposition 1. Set
E′ = EndRNG(Q)((W ′)NG(Q)), and Λ′ = EndRNH (Q)(W ′). Then E′ ⊗Λ′ W ′ ∼= (W ′)NG(Q) as right
RNG(Q)-modules. It is well known that J (Λ)E ⊂ J (E) (respectively J (Λ′)E′ ⊂ J (E′)), and
E/J (Λ)E (respectively E′/J (Λ′)E′) is a twisted group algebra.
We now come to the main result. We are grateful to the referee for pointing out that this
already appears without proof in Cline’s paper [2].
Theorem 3. G = HNG(Q). Under the canonical isomorphism G/H ∼= NG(Q)/NH (Q) (xH →
xNH(Q), x ∈ NG(Q)), we have E/J (Λ)E ∼= E′/J (Λ′)E′ as twisted group algebras.
Proof. Since W is G-invariant, Qx is also a vertex of W for any x ∈ G. But Qx and Q
are conjugate in H , so x ∈ HNG(Q). Thus G = HNG(Q). For convenience, we set U =
NG(Q), V = NH(Q), and fix a set of right coset representatives H\G = {x1, . . . , xn} of H
in G with xi ∈ NG(Q) = U (i = 1,2, . . . , n). Then {x1, . . . , xn} is also a set of right coset
representatives of V in U . We have E =∑xi
⊕
Ex¯i (respectively E′ =
∑
xi
⊕
E ′¯xi ), where
E1¯
∼= HomRH(W,W) (respectively E ′¯1 ∼= HomRV (W ′,W ′)), and Ex¯i ∼= HomRH(W,Wxi) (re-
spectively E ′¯xi
∼= HomRV (W ′,W ′xi)). For f ∈ HomRH(W,Wxi) and h ∈ HomRH(W,Wxj ), we
define h · f ∈ HomRH(W,Wxjxi) to be the composition of f with h˜, where h˜ is defined by
h˜ :Wxi −→ Wxjxi,
wxi −→ h(w)xi .
Under the above multiplication,
∑
xi
⊕
HomRH(W,Wxi) is an algebra. It can be easily derived
from [3, Chapter 4, Lemma 6.4] that ∑xi
⊕
HomRH(W,Wxi) is isomorphic to E as algebras.
Thus we identify E with
∑
xi
⊕
HomRH(W,Wxi), and by the same way we identify E′ with∑
xi
⊕
HomRV (W ′,W ′xi). Let Ω = {P : P < Q ∩ Qx, for some x ∈ H − NH(Q)}. Then
I = TrHΩ(W,W) and I ′ = TrVΩ(W ′,W ′) are ideals of HomRH(W,W) and HomRV (W ′,W ′),
respectively. Let IE and I ′E′ be the graded ideals generated by I and I ′ in E and E′,
respectively. Since W ∼= Wxi as RH-modules (respectively W ′ ∼= W ′xi as RV -modules),
we have TrHΩ(W,W) ∼= TrHΩ(W,Wxi) (respectively TrVΩ(W ′,W ′xi) ∼= TrVΩ(W ′,W ′)). Thus
E/IE =∑xi
⊕
HomRV (W,Wxi)/TrHΩ(W,Wxi), and E′/I ′E′ =
∑
xi
⊕
HomRV (W ′,W ′xi)/
TrVΩ(W
′,W ′xi).
Recall that W ′ is the Green correspondent of W with respect to (H,Q,V ). Let x ∈ U . Then
it is easy to see that W ′x is the Green correspondent of Wx with respect to (H,Q,V ). Now we
will define a map from E′ to E. For x ∈ U , first define a trace map from HomRV (W ′,W ′x) to
HomRH((W ′)H , (W ′x)H ) by
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(
(W ′)H , (W ′x)H
)
,
f −→ Tr(f ) :
∑
h∈V \H
w′h ⊗ h →
∑
h∈V \H
f
(
w′h
)⊗ h.
Let f ∈ HomRV (W ′,W ′x) and h ∈ HomRV (W ′x,W ′y). It is easy to check that Tr(h · f ) =
Tr(h) · Tr(f ). Assume that (W ′)H = W ⊕W1 and (W ′x)H = Wx ⊕W2 as RH-modules, respec-
tively. Let ιW :W → (W ′)H and πWx : (W ′x)H → Wx be the inclusion map and projection map.
Then there is a map
α : HomRV (W ′,W ′x) −→ HomRH(W,Wx),
f −→ πWx · Tr(f ) · ιW .
By the above identification, α is a map from E′ to E. By [3, Chapter 4, Theorem 5.4], α is
a one-to-one map from E′/I ′E′ to E/IE. By also [3, Chapter 4, Theorem 5.4] and its proof,
we have that α is an algebra homomorphism from E′/I ′E′ to E/IE. Since both W and W ′
are not Ω-projective, I ⊆ J (Λ) and I ′ ⊆ J (Λ′). Recall that α induces an algebra isomorphism
from Λ′/I ′ to Λ/I . Thus α induces a surjective homomorphism from Λ′/I ′ to Λ/J(Λ), and an
isomorphism from Λ′/J (Λ′) to Λ/J(Λ). So α sends J (Λ′) to J (Λ). As α is an isomorphism
from E′/I ′E′ to E/IE, we have that α is an isomorphism from E′/J (Λ′)E′ to E/J (Λ)E. As
desired. 
Corollary 4. Keep notation as in Theorem 3. Then W can be extended to an H -projective RG-
module if and only if W ′ can be extended to a V -projective RU -module.
Proof. Let L be an indecomposable direct summand of WG. Then by Proposition 2, L ∼=
Ui ⊗Λ W as RG-modules for some indecomposable direct summand Ui of E, and rankR(L) =
rankR(W) · rankΛ(Ui) = rankR(W) · dimF (Ui/J (Λ)Ui). Note that Ui/J (Λ)Ui is an indecom-
posable direct summand of E/J (Λ)E. Thus W can be extended to an H -projective RG-module
if and only if the twisted group algebra E/J (Λ)E has a principal indecomposable module of di-
mension 1. By Theorem 3, E/J (Λ)E has a principal indecomposable module of dimension 1 if
and only if so does E′/J (Λ′)E′, if and only if W ′ can be extended to a V -projective RU -module.
As desired. 
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